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Mare di Moda – Fair Invitation
Dear Customer,
MUEHLMEIER always strives to be the reliable industrial partner and leading innovator
for the European lingerie and swim industry.
On the occasion of Mare di Moda fair at Villa Erba, Como Lake, from November 3 – 5
2020 you are kindly invited to visit our presentation to learn more about the latest
developments of the German Eng ineers in B reastshaping .
If you are prevented from coming to Como Lake, we will be hosting two Zoom meetings each
day at our stand for you to join. Schedule a meeting below!

„Friendly to your skin and our planet“
Discover the benefits of our new toxin-free M-iFoam Padding out
of revolutionary MDI foam…

„Airy Feeling… light pricing“
Our new SPACER BraCups: the highly demanded, new Airy SPACER
Basis for the modern Bra…

„Boost your green competitive edge“
Our sustainable ECO-Optimized BraCups give you wide scope for
differentiation by offering your customer a true added value…

“Update your use of Swim- and
Beachwear BraCups”
Benefit from proven shapes optimized in regards of low water
absorption or fast drying. Optionally with Water Repellent
Treatment.

„Take advantage of proven cup shapes
w/o MOQ“
Muehlmeiers iconic NOS BraCup Selection is regularly in stock in
standard colours for a quick delivery. Minimum order value is 50 €.
Available online at www.muehlmeier.eu

“Convenient sample ordering”
Visit our Online-Shop www.muehlmeier.eu for samples and small
bulk orders. The perfect order platform for wedding dress studios,
small producers, start-ups and designers.

„Let’s get together via Zoom“
We are there for you in interconnected meetings via Zoom.
Get in touch with us and schedule your personal appointment with our expert Tamás Bödöcs:
Phone No.: +49 9635 9219-27
E-mail: tamas.bodocs@muehlmeier.eu

Keep up your high spirits. See you soon.
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